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➤ Some weak lensing surveys  (and also some 
galaxy clustering analyses) find  
~ 10% lower than Planck 

➤ ~2-3σ lensing tension: new physics or 
systematics?

LENSING TENSION: CRACKS IN  ΛCDM?
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FIG. 16. A comparison of the marginalized parameter constraints
in the ⇤CDM model from the Dark Energy Survey with predictions
from Planck CMB data (no lensing; green). We show the fiducial
3⇥2pt (solid black) and the combined Y3 3⇥2pt and Planck (orange)
results.

uses more small scale information – the DES contour shrinks,
but asymmetrically in the direction of the CMB prediction.

We evaluate the consistency of the DES and Planck data
in several ways, including shifts in parameter space and the
Bayesian evidence. These are described further in Sec. IV E
and full results are provided in App. F. We find a parame-
ter difference of 1.5� (p = 0.13) in the cosmological model
space and a Suspiciousness of 0.7 ± 0.1�, corresponding to
p = 0.48 ± 0.08. This generally leads to the conclusion
that despite substantially increased precision from both ex-
periments, we find no significant evidence against the ⇤CDM
model from comparing these data sets. Agreement between
DES and Planck in these metrics has improved relative to
the comparison of DES Y1 3⇥2pt and earlier Planck results,
which gave a parameter difference of 2.2� and Suspiciousness
of 2.4 ± 0.2� [133]. The combined DES and Planck CMB
contour is shown in orange in Figs. 16 & 17.

We repeat this exercise for the full combined low-redshift

FIG. 17. A comparison of the marginalized parameter constraints
in the wCDM model from the Dark Energy Survey with predictions
from Planck CMB data (no lensing; green). We show the fiducial
3⇥2pt (solid black) and the combined Y3 3⇥2pt and Planck (orange)
results.

data, including DES 3⇥2pt, all BAO, and external SNe Ia and
RSD data. This comparison is shown in Figs. 14 & 15, and
is highly complementary, as the external probes are sensitive
to both growth and geometry in the model in ways the DES
3⇥2pt data is not, and come from a variety of different exper-
iments. We find better agreement between all of these low-
redshift probes and Planck CMB predictions than in the com-
parison with DES 3⇥2pt data alone, with a parameter differ-
ence of 0.9� or p = 0.34. These results indicate that we can
combine all these available cosmic probes into a single joint
result in the following subsection.

There are several reasonable motivations for caution in the
interpretation of any strong evidence for or against cosmolog-
ical consistency in tests like this. It is worth noting that while
we have multiple redundant low-redshift sources of informa-
tion for each main cosmological probe used, it would be useful
to have a second, blinded large-scale CMB polarization ex-
periment to increase confidence in the test at the high-z limit.

Figure 5: Left: S8-⌦m posterior distributions at 68 and 95% C.L. for the ND, SD and FD
data sets together with the Planck CMB constraints (purple, orange, red and blue respec-
tively). Right: constraints from our full data set (red), excluding galaxy clustering (green),
and excluding cosmic shear (gray), in addition to the Planck constraints (blue). Here, SD and
ND stand for DES + eBOSS-QSO + CMB and DELS + KiDS + eBOSS-QSO + CMB,
respectively; while FD is the combination of all datasets.

in blue. The right panel of Figure 5 then breaks these constraints down by tracer combination,
showing the constraints found in the absence of shear (gray) and galaxy clustering (green)
in addition to the full data set (red) and Planck (blue). These constraints on S8 and ⌦m

are also listed in Table 6 for the di↵erent experiment combinations explored here, as well
as pictorially represented in Figure 6. Although in most cases we find an increasing tension
with the value of S8, it is interesting to note that this tension is driven by the shear data,
and is not evident through the combination of galaxy clustering and CMB lensing. Note,
however, that this tension has also been reported from this probe combination (although
using di↵erent data sets) by other groups [7, 19]. In spite of this tension, the di↵erent data
sets used here are in reasonable agreement with each other. Since there is no obvious sign of
tension between them, we combine them to find a constraint on S8 given by

S8 = 0.7781± 0.0094 (68% C.L.). (5.1)

Compared with the constraints found by Planck on this parameter, SPlanck
8

= 0.832± 0.013,
and assuming Gaussian errors added in quadrature, the level of tension is ⇠ 3.4�. This
is 0.4� larger than the tension found by the KiDS collaboration [4, 14], and in agreement
with previous results. As noted in [4, 95] tension between experiments in their measurement
of one particular parameter is not necessarily indicative of tension between their data sets
when the full multi-dimensional parameter space is taken into account. Nevertheless, since
similar constraints have been consistently obtained by various groups, using di↵erent data
sets, this parameter tension must be analyzed further. Although more insight is expected
from the ongoing analysis of new data from DES and other collaborations, this motivates
our reconstruction of the growth history as a means to better understand the origin of this
tension.

Table 6 also lists the values of the �2 as a metric for goodness of fit for each data
set combination. In each case we calculate the corresponding p-value assuming an e↵ective
number of degrees of freedom given by Ndof,e↵ = Nd �Nb � 2, where Nd is the total number

– 25 –

KiDS-1000

DES-Y3

DES-Y1 + KiDS-1000
public reanalysis

Garcia-Garcia et al. 2021

Heymans et al. 2021

DES Collaboration, 2021

North
South
Full
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WEAK LENSING OF THE CMB
➤ Test lensing tension with a similar measurement with 

different systematics 

➤ Lensing of the CMB: lens is (almost) all the matter in the 
universe! 

➤ Imprint of lensing is tiny, but very distinctive (non-Gaussian) 
compared to the Gaussian fluctuations from primary CMB

more deflection 
= more matter

less deflection
= less matter

3
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Fig. 1 Left: lensed CMB realization. Middle: difference map between lensed and unlensed CMB. Right:
realization of ψ for the lensing, and an overlay of its gradient, the deflection angle.

analyses to obtain unbiased constraints. Perhaps more importantly, lensing effects
generate a curl-like (B mode) polarization pattern on the sky which acts as a limiting
source of confusion for low-noise polarization experiments targeting the signal from
primordial gravitational waves [3,4]. This confusion can be reduced with an accurate
cleaning of the lensing-induced signal, which we will discuss in Sec. 5.

Apart from being a nuisance for traditional observables, the lensing of the CMB
can act as an additional source of information.A typical analysis of the CMB assumes
Gaussianity and statistical isotropy, in which case the power spectrum is the only
quantity of interest. As we shall discuss, lensing can be thought of as introducing into
the CMB small amounts of non-Gaussianity (when marginalized over realizations of
the lenses) or statistical anisotropy (for a fixed distribution of lenses). This effectively
introduces information into the CMB, contained in the higher-order statistics (for
the non-Gaussian viewpoint) and the off-diagonal elements of its covariance matrix
(for the anisotropy viewpoint). With only one CMB sky to observe and interpret,
both these viewpoints are useful. The additional information from lensing probes the
state of the Universe at intermediate redshifts (z ∼ 2). This can be used to break
parameter degeneracies and place improved constraints on quantities that affect the
geometry or density perturbations at late times, such as the dark energy equation of
state and portion of the energy budget in massive neutrinos. An optimal analysis of
lensing effects with the data from the Planck satellite, for example, will enable us
to measure the sum of neutrino masses to ∼ 0.1eV, while lens reconstruction with a
next-generation polarization mission such as EPIC/CMBPol can constrain the sum to
0.05eV or better [5,6,7]. This is an interesting limit, close to the minimum value for
the sum of the masses suggested by terrestrial oscillation measurements in the normal
hierarchy.
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CMB LENSING GALAXY  
CROSS-CORRELATION

➤ By cross-correlating CMB 
lensing with galaxies at 
different redshifts, you can 
probe matter distribution 
tomographically (rather than a 
single integral to z=1100) 

➤ More information from 
cross-correlation than auto-
correlation alone
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➤ Galaxies are biased: their clustering is enhanced relative to 
matter 

➤ Must add the galaxy autocorrelation to the CMB lensing 
cross-correlation to break bias-σ8 degeneracy

CMB LENSING TOMOGRAPHY
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➤ Advantages of WISE: 

➤ All-sky satellite mission 

➤ Infrared survey (3.4, 4.6 μm): negative K-correction for old 
stellar populations—measure galaxies out to z~2 

➤ unWISE catalog: additional 5 years beyond original WISE 
survey (publicly available at catalog.unwise.me)

BUILDING THE HIGHEST S/N CMB-LSS CORRELATION

40 cm

Wright et al., 2010

500 million 
galaxies!

unWISE: Meisner et al. (2020) 
Schlafly et al. (2020) 7



➤ Define 3 samples using 
unWISE colors and remove 
stars using GAIA 
photometry (1% residual 
stellar contamination)

unWISE GALAXY SAMPLES
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Selecting unWISE galaxies

Sample Mean z Number density 
(deg-2)

Blue 0.6 3409

Green 1.1 1868

Red 1.5 144
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unWISE SKY DISTRIBUTION
Blue: z~0.5 sample

n/n̄

Krolewski, Ferraro, White, Schlafly 2020
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unWISE SKY DISTRIBUTION
Green: z~1.0 sample

Krolewski, Ferraro, White, Schlafly 2020

n/n̄ 10



unWISE SKY DISTRIBUTION
Red: z~1.5 sample

Krolewski, Ferraro, White, Schlafly 2020

n/n̄ 11



CMB LENSING FROM PLANCK
➤ Planck 2018 minimum-variance lensing maps + masksPlanck Collaboration: Planck 2018 lensing

Fig. 1. Mollweide projection in Galactic coordinates of the lensing-deflection reconstruction map from our baseline minimum-
variance (MV) analysis. We show the Wiener-filtered displacement-like scalar field with multipoles ↵̂MV

LM
=
p

L(L + 1)�̂MV
LM

, corre-
sponding to the gradient mode (or E mode) of the lensing deflection angle. Modes with L < 8 have been filtered out.

Our baseline lensing reconstruction map is shown in Fig. 1.
In Sect. 2 we explain how this was obtained, and the changes
compared to our analysis in PL2015. We also describe the new
optimal filtering approach used for our best polarization anal-
ysis. In Sect. 3 we present our main results, including power-
spectrum estimates, cosmological parameter constraints, and a
joint estimation of the lensing potential using the CIB. We end
the section by using the estimates of the lensing map to delens
the CMB, reducing the B-mode polarization power and sharpen-
ing the acoustic peaks. In Sect. 4 we describe in detail a number
of null and consistency tests, explaining the motivation for our
data cuts and the limits of our understanding of the data. We also
discuss possible contaminating signals, and assess whether they
are potentially important for our results. In Sect. 5 we briefly de-
scribe the various data products that are made available to the
community, and we end with conclusions in Sect. 6. A series of
appendices describe some technical details of the calculation of
various biases that are subtracted, and derive the error model for
the Monte Carlo estimates.

2. Data and methodology

This final Planck lensing analysis is based on the 2018 Planck

HFI maps as described in detail in Planck Collaboration III
(2018). Our baseline analysis uses the SMICA foreground-
cleaned CMB map described in Planck Collaboration IV (2018),
and includes both temperature and polarization information. We
use the Planck Full Focal Plane (FFP10) simulations, described
in detail in Planck Collaboration III (2018), to remove a num-
ber of bias terms and correctly normalize the lensing power-
spectrum estimates. Our analysis methodology is based on the

previous Planck analyses, as described in PL2013 and PL2015.
After a summary of the methodology, Sect. 2.1 also lists the
changes and improvements with respect to PL2015. Some de-
tails of the covariance matrix are discussed in Sect. 2.2, and de-
tails of the filtering in Sect. 2.3. The main set of codes applying
the quadratic estimators will be made public as part of the CMB
lensing toolbox LensIt.2

2.1. Lensing reconstruction

The five main steps of the lensing reconstruction are as follows.

1. Filtering of the CMB maps. The observed sky maps are cut
by a Galactic mask and have noise, so filtering is applied to
remove the mask and approximately optimally weight for the
noise. The lensing quadratic estimators use as input optimal
Wiener-filtered X = T , E, and B CMB multipoles, as well as
inverse-variance-weighted CMB maps. The latter maps can be
obtained easily from the Wiener-filtered multipoles by divid-
ing by the fiducial CMB power spectra C

fid
` before projecting

onto maps. We write the observed temperature T and polariza-
tion (written as the spin ±2 combination of Stokes parameters
±2P ⌘ Q ± iU) pixelized data as

0
BBBBBBBBBBBB@

T
dat

2P
dat

�2P
dat

1
CCCCCCCCCCCCA
= BY

0
BBBBBBBBBBBB@

T

E

B

1
CCCCCCCCCCCCA
+ noise, (1)

2
https://github.com/carronj/LensIt

3

Planck 2018, arxiv: 1807.06210
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REDSHIFT DISTRIBUTION: CLUSTERING REDSHIFTS
6/17/22, 4:34 PMTomographer

Page 1 of 1http://tomographer.org/validation

➤ WISE photo-z impossible 
(only 2 bands) & cross-
matched photo & spec z only 
available in very small areas 

➤ We use clustering redshifts 
instead! (e.g. Menard et al. 
2013)

Validation with Yi-Kuang Chiang’s “Tomographer”
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BIAS-WEIGHTED REDSHIFT DISTRIBUTION

➤ Clustering measurement is noisy: we correctly propagate the 
error into our cosmological constraints 

➤ High-z bumps likely noise (not seen in cross-matched COSMOS 
photo-z’s)
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MODELLING
➤ Hybrid PT/empirical model: linear bias times Halofit, plus higher bias terms 

➤ Fix cosmology & b2(z)/bs(z) in higher bias terms 

➤ ℓmax = 250 (300), but nonzero contribution from low z/high k: must be tested on 
mocks! 

➤ Recall Limber projection:

Pgg = b2
1
Pmm,Halofit + higher bias + Shot Noise

Pgm = b1Pmm,Halofit + higher bias
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MODELLING
➤ Hybrid PT/empirical model: linear bias times Halofit, plus higher bias terms 

➤ Magnification bias also included, with 10% prior on the slope (s) 
➤ 5 parameter model: Ωm, logA, b1, s, shot noise 

➤ Fix ns and Ωb to Planck values; fix Ωmh3 to Planck value (from angular size of 
sound horizon) 

➤ dN/dz is uncertain: average over chains from many dN/dz samples

Pgg = b2
1
Pmm,Halofit + higher bias + Shot Noise

Pgm = b1Pmm,Halofit + higher bias
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MOCK TESTS: SETUP
➤ Goal: plausible mocks to test analysis pipeline,  not to calibrate model or 

covariances (don’t take too seriously!) 

➤ FastPM lightcone (CrowCanyon2 simulation), L = 4 h-1 Gpc  and 1e10 h-1 M☉ 
resolution 

➤ Galaxies follow basic Zheng07 HOD, parameters adjusted to match bias 
evolution & power spectra 

➤ Match the number density, bias evolution, and b(z) * dN/dz (i.e. clustering 
redshifts)
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➤ We recover unbiased (<0.5σ) constraints from blue and green, 
validating model and scale cuts 

➤ Red has little statistical power and negligible impact on results

MOCK TESTS: VALIDATION

Test ⌦m Bias/� �8 Bias/� S8 Bias/�
True value 0.3092 – 0.822 – 0.835 –

Blue 0.3244± 0.030 0.51 0.812± 0.046 -0.22 0.844± 0.026 0.37
Green 0.3167± 0.020 0.37 0.820± 0.033 -0.07 0.843± 0.017 0.47
Red 0.2983± 0.033 -0.33 0.875± 0.064 0.83 0.874± 0.047 0.83

1

Blue (z~0.5) Green (z~1) Red (z~1.5)
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MOCK TESTS: MARGINALIZING dN/dz
➤ Marginalize over redshift distribution uncertainty 

by sampling noise-realizations of b(z) * dN/dz 

➤ <15% impact on marginalized Ωm and σ8 

➤ 20-50% impact on S8 (largest for blue)
Blue, CrowCanyon2 mocks

Redshift

Blue, redshift distribution
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COSMOLOGY CONSTRAINTS
➤ Ωm = 0.307 ± 0.018 (P18: 0.315 ± 0.017) 

➤ σ8 = 0.773 ± 0.029 (P18: 0.811 ± 0.006) 

➤ S8 = 0.782 ± 0.015 (P18: 0.832 ± 0.013)
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LENSING TENSION?
➤ We find ~2.4σ tension in S8 for our 

fiducial blue+green combined 
constraint (similar to KiDS, DES-
Y1 results) 

➤ Caveat: errorbars increase when 
we free b2 (although consistency 
with Planck requires somewhat 
implausible b2 values) 

➤ Work in progress to better 
constrain b2 by extending the 
scales that are modelled
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STATUS OF THE S8 TENSION

0.7 0.8
S8

WMAP + ACT

WMAP + BAO

Planck ` < 800 + ∑∑ + BAO

BOSS P(k) full shape (Semenaite et al. 2021)

BOSS P(k) HOD model (Kobayashi et al. 2021)

BOSS full shape P(k) + B(k) (D’Amico et al. 2022)

BOSS full shape P(k)
+ BOSS x CMB∑ (Chen et al. 2022)

BOSS full shape P(k) (Chen et al. 2021)

BOSS full shape P(k) + B(k) (Ivanov & Philcox 2021)

DES-Y1 + KiDS + DeCALS £ CMB∑
+ eBOSS QSO (Garcia-Garcia et al.)

LOWZ x SDSS lensing (Singh et al.)

KiDS+BOSS+2dFLens

DES-Y3 3x2pt

Planck CMB lensing auto

DESI LRG targets £ Planck ∑ (White et al. 2021)

unWISE £ Planck ∑ (This work)

Planck
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NEXT STEPS
➤ Further robustness checks and combined analysis with other probes (e.g. 

CMB lensing auto-correlation) 
➤ unWISE x ACT CMB lensing analysis currently in prep (led by G. Farren & 

B. Sherwin) 
➤ Biggest area of improvement: better modeling 

➤ Full PT models? 
➤ Emulator + PT approach (Anzu, Kokron+21; HEFTY, Hadzhyiska+21) 

➤ We also have spectroscopic N(z) from designated observations with DESI: 
will reduce uncertainty due to uncertain dN/dz

https://github.com/kokron/anzu DESI, Mayall Telescope 23


